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A Chip Travels
around the World
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), headquartered in the USA, is one
of the world’s most important manufacturers of microprocessors and
graphics processors. Development and production is spread across
three continents. This made the task facing Porsche Consulting a
great challenge: Working together with AMD, the Porsche consultants
are helping synchronize the company’s processes from the USA to
Europe and on to Asia, with the goal of significantly reducing the time
it takes to manufacture AMD’s products from the initial idea through
to delivery to the customer.

 Richard Blehn, 1 Sven Döring, AMD

Sunnyvale, California, USA
037° 23’ 00’’ North, 022° 02’ 00’’ West,
Mile: 0
The green arrow in the logo in front of the headquarters
in Sunnyvale, Cal., announces to one and all the direction in which the company is heading: For Advanced
Micro Devices (AMD) always strives to reach the top.
Since its founding in 1969, the manufacturer of microprocessors has not deviated from its core focus, and it is
now number two in the world in this sector, with annual
sales of $5.6 billion (2006).
“The centerpiece of our business strategy is to remain
relentlessly focused on innovating solutions that meet
our customers’ needs and expectations. In doing so, we
are increasingly becoming the partner of choice,” said
AMD Chairman and CEO Hector Ruiz.

The constantly rising demands of customers mean that
17,000 AMD employees in the USA, Europe and Asia
must produce new generations of microprocessors and
other semiconductor devices in shorter and shorter periods of time. On average, the computing power of microprocessors doubles every 18 to 24 months.
To synchronize the operational processes around the
globe, the senior management decided a good two years
ago to integrate Porsche Consulting into the spheres of
development, production, and logistics. This suggestion
came from the factory in Dresden, where workers have
enjoyed good experiences with lean management since
2004.
The intention is that standardized working procedures
and lean processes will now help speed things up and
improve quality throughout the company. As Ulrich
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Guddat, head of a business division at Porsche Consulting says: “AMD operates in a market characterized by
breathtaking speed. Forces need to be pooled and directed toward the key issues. This is the only way to ensure that decisions can be made quickly, and new products offered to customers in a reliable way.”
AMD therefore represents an ambitious project for
the Porsche consultants. They are of course well used to
preparing value-stream mapping for a production line in
a very short period of time, even when it is 3.3 kilometers long and comprises 997 production steps. But when
the production line and the steps are spread across three
factories in Europe and Asia and in addition the development teams in the USA, Canada, Germany, and India
also need to be integrated into the lean processes, the
challenge is a quite different one.
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The development center based there is where the chip’s
journey around the world actually begins, via Germany
and Asia to the other sites—where Porsche consultants
were also active. A

Pineiro: Fact and Fiction

Roger J. Pineiro (46) is driving through the implementation of lean processes at
AMD with full dedication.
But for the native Cuban,
this on its own is not “thrilling” enough. In his spare

Ultimately, everybody is working across thousands of
miles to come up with one joint solution—and this embraces different cultures as well. Roger Pineiro, who as
Vice President of Lean Operations at AMD bears global
responsibility for lean processes, still remembers the
start-up phase very well: “Within the company, there
were too many different opinions about how better
processors could be manufactured. So we had to focus
consistently on the processes.”

time, the father of a family
writes future thrillers. “For me, writing allows me to
switch off from my everyday life,” says Pineiro,
“I can control the world in my books.” So far he has written sixteen crime thrillers, set in the computer industry. For example, his most recent novel entitled Spy-

ware is all about nanotechnology. “My stories are not
really science-fiction novels. They are based on real
facts, but are roughly ten, twenty years ahead of their
time. They therefore give an impression of what the

Two years of close collaboration with Porsche Consulting have resulted in an improved mode of working.
The shortening of the global production cycle is one of
the most outstanding results to come out of this. Moreover, this success in manufacturing now allows the application of lean processes across the company, as well as
the “ADVANCE” organization, which drives forward
the continuous improvement process.

world might be like in the near future,” says Pineiro,
who collects his ideas while studying scientific magazines. His affection for Germany is based, among other
things, on his passion for Porsche. He was once the
proud owner of a Porsche 944. He has now been enjoying all the delights of a Boxster for seven years. “It
still drives wonderfully well,” says Pineiro. Conversely,
his books attract great attention in Germany. His novel

Ch@os was a celebrated bestseller.

Some 1,500 miles away, in Austin, Texas, AMD is
starting to apply lean processes to product development.
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Austin, Texas, USA
030° 16’ 00’’ North, 097° 45’ 00’’ West,
Miles covered: 1,474.68
The wide expanses of Texas were where the first computer production sites in the USA sprang up outside of
Silicon Valley in California. AMD also has operations in
Austin. This is where many of the innovative ideas for
microprocessor products are developed—first in the
minds of the engineers and then as prototypes. After all,
these developments are ultimately the basic prerequisite
for ensuring that customers are satisfied further down
the line. This is why the capital of Texas became the base
for Porsche Consulting’s activities at AMD: The consultants started to introduce lean principles in the microprocessor development divisions.
Right from the outset, it was clear to Roger Pineiro,
who is based in Austin, that the introduction of a product development process in the development division
would be more difficult than implementing lean processes in production. Pineiro: “AMD produces millions
of processors every week. The stability of the production
process is of huge importance. It is therefore easier for
employees in this area to identify defects and the resulting waste and to appreciate the need for new processes.”
A different approach is being taken in product development by going through a transition from tribal know-

ledge into lean processes that can then be systematically
improved over time, thus achieving consistent and everimproving results.
“The AMD employees quickly understood that our
approach of introducing lean processes is not just a

First Porsche station in Austin, Texas: AMD develops here
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passing fad, but rather results in a lasting improvement in everyday life at work,” says consultant Darius
Khodawandi. He and his colleagues Peter Meijnen, James
Ryan, Christian Beck and Thorsten Leschinski found it exciting to endeavor to improve efficiency in a country in
which the maxim of “everything bigger” is very prevalent.
Consultant James Ryan: “The prevailing mentality at
AMD is one exclusively based on results. Our task is to
combine this mentality with the pursuit of efficiency.”

A real piece of America: The State Capitol in Austin
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So the process starts in Austin and proceeds out into
the big wide world. For Pineiro, that journey will never
end: “When people ask me where this will all end, I refer
to Porsche. That company is still undergoing permanent
change today. AMD has taken good steps in our lean
journey, with measurable results in manufacturing, and
we are now seriously applying it elsewhere.” This basic
attitude now also applies at AMD in Texas: People want
to develop products using lean principles. A
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Dresden, Germany,
051° 03’ 15’’ North, 013° 44’ 20’’ East,
Miles covered: 6,930.15
Dresden is home to one of AMD’s most modern factories. This is where the processor begins to take shape. In
the clean rooms at the factory, the chip undergoes 782 of
the total of 997 production steps. What is of course

more important is the fact that the Dresden factory has
been employing the principles of lean production since
2004. Back then, the factory was facing a capacity bottleneck because of the huge demand. In response, experts

Example of lean processes: AMD in Dresden

On the spot: Porsche consultants get to work
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from Japan optimized the processes and introduced a
continuous improvement process. Pineiro found the
method remarkable: “The processes in the lean areas
were clear and functional.” In addition, it was possible
to carry out the standardized working procedures with a
small number of staff and the machines working at full
capacity. Pineiro pored over the book Lean Thinking,
which also tells the Porsche story in chapter nine. He
found the story fascinating, and it gained extra weight

AMD

when the head of the Dresden factory told him that, following the successful turnaround, Porsche itself was now
a player in the consulting world. Pineiro, who at the time
was looking for a solution for the manufacturing groups
in Asia, found out more details for himself at a meeting
with Porsche Consulting in Bietigheim: “There are an
endless number of consultants out there. But what we
wanted was somebody who had demonstrated within
their own company that it works.” A

Clean room in Dresden: 782 of the 997 processing steps on the micro-processors are carried out here
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Penang, Malaysia,
005° 30’ 00’’ North, 100° 28’ 00’’ East,
Miles covered: 12,718.01
Malaysia may well be an exotic country for many people, but when it comes to everyday working life at the
AMD site in Penang, the same rules apply as in Austin or
Dresden: The next 105 production steps for the chip
have to be performed as quickly and reliably as possible.
This is because neither in development nor in production
is there any alternative to speed in the semiconductor industry. Chips are subject to enormous price pressure—
within six months the processors, which can cost as
much as a few hundred dollars depending on their features and market segment, can lose half of their market
value. This is a pressing argument for using stable processes to ensure that only the high-quality products that
the market actually wants are produced. To create the
right basis for that, the actual state of production operations first had to be established.
Jörg Kaiser, the head of a business division at Porsche
Consulting, analyzed processor production at AMD
right across the board from the first to the very last step.

After four weeks, the value-stream mapping for the
global production process was prepared, and this was
used as the basis for the optimization concept. The primary concern here was to introduce the six key principles for a lean company: focus on the customer, flow

AMD production in Penang: Each production step is analyzed
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principle, takt time, pull principle, zero error principle
and continuous improvement process. “We developed
each production segment based on the same structures.
This is because lean processes also have a lot to do with
symmetry and ordered structures,” says Jörg Kaiser. If,
following restructuring you look down on production
operations from above, the layout corresponds to the
shape of a butterfly. In addition, it also proved possible
to incorporate the production processes, which change
frequently, into logical processes. With results that are
more than respectable: In Penang alone, the lead times
were almost halved, from 1.5 to 0.8 days.
The excellent result was one thing. But the way this
result came about was just as important. What Pineiro
particularly values about Porsche Consulting’s work is
the fact that, after the analysis, a company is not just left
with a concept paper; rather, active support is provided
right through to the end of the project. In practice, this
means that consultants provide training to employees,
work on-site with the client, engage in discussions, help
with the decision-making process, and provide support
during implementation—and they do this until they are
satisfied that the process is running stably. Cooperation
during a process of change is not always harmonious.
Some things can be a real struggle. “I sometimes get the
impression,” says Pineiro, “that the consultants put
more pressure on me during restructuring than my own
boss.” But with the bigger picture in mind, Pineiro can
only see the positive side, even here. “The consultants
force us to always take the step forward ourselves.” This
insistence and perseverance that has given rise to
processes that people at AMD did not think possible.
The consultants saw experiences of rapid success as a
key element of the process of change. This makes it easier for the people involved to believe in the improvements. For Pineiro this is “the key element that makes
employees change their way of thinking and the way
they act.” A

Cultures are changing: Kek Lok Si Temple in Penang
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nently altered in Singapore. The configuration of the
production facility used to be geared exclusively around
the machines, and it stretched over 760 meters. The new
configuration is based strictly on the production requirements, and it helps ensure that the chip proceeds
smoothly through the individual production steps. The
lead time is now just 3.1 days (previously: 5.8 days), the
distance covered is now just 450 meters, productivity has
been boosted by ten per cent, the processes are more stable and additional investments in machinery are no
longer necessary.
Singapore, Singapore,
001° 17’ 00’’ North, 103° 51’ 00’’ East,
Miles covered: 13,091.69
The AMD factory in Singapore, around 370 miles from
Penang, is where the chip is completed. Including test
phases and packaging, the final 110 production steps are
carried out here—employing the same lean principles as
in Austin, Dresden and Penang. “Although the process
chain stretches across three continents and in some cases
very different cultural groups, we had to install the same
processes in all AMD factories. The paths to understanding always have to be adjusted to cater to different mentalities,” says project manager Peter Meijnen.
The improvements achieved as a result also illustrate
one of the strengths of the new approach to working
adopted at AMD. The processes of Porsche Consulting
are universally applicable, as Roger Pineiro confirms:
“Lean processes can be transferred from one culture to
another. They work almost like mathematics or sign language: They are international.”
The upshot is that all of the activities in the AMD supply chain—including the factories in Singapore and Suzhou, China—are now synchronized. To achieve this, the
layout of production operations also had to be perma-

The introduction of trained “value-stream managers,”
who are responsible for the entire value stream and not
just for specific departments, has proven to be a very
positive move in the factories in Asia. Their work also
resulted in faster response times between the sites in Singapore, Suzhou and Penang. In order to supervise implementation in these areas, the Porsche consultants Jörg
Kaiser, Peter Meijnen, Eva Burkert and Patrick Härter

Stop-off in Singapore: The hot phase of the test begins

constantly traveled back and forth between Europe and
Asia.
Over the course of the process of implementation,
there was also a change in employees’ appreciation of
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A city reaching to great heights: The skyline of Singapore

the newly organized global supply chain. As Roger
Pineiro says: “For us, the ‘lean’ principle means looking
at the value of a product from the customer’s point of
view. This works in the same way all over the world.”
This meant that AMD employees all around the world

came to realize that, although elaborate testing techniques are necessary, every effort must be made to prevent errors occurring in the first place. Pineiro: “We
must focus our attention on the start of the process to
find the causes of possible quality problems.” A
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New York, New York,
040° 45’ 00’’ North, 074° 00’ 00’’ West,
Miles covered: 22,698.29
The chip has arrived at its destination, where it will be
used to make calculations in an analyst’s laptop on Wall
Street in New York. Meanwhile, AMD is taking stock of
the successful work done by Porsche Consulting. The
changes implemented are estimated to have resulted in
savings of tens of millions of dollars in the first two
years. The improvements are to be promoted further,
both actively and of their own accord. This now goes
without saying for AMD employees—and is also expected by the senior management. Roger Pineiro: “Our
senior managers recognize the relationship between
processes and results.” As a purely results-oriented company, the chip manufacturer indeed made good returns

when there was high demand in the market. However,
reliable deliveries have been simplified considerably
through the use of new lean manufacturing processes.
Pineiro: “Porsche Consulting has therefore provided a
vital improvement in this area as well.”

Last stop New York: The chip at work — the process is reset to start

Fast computers: The New York Stock Exchange

Looking to the future, there is great ambition at AMD
and expectations are high. “It will take a long time, especially now that we are taking lean beyond manufacturing,” says Roger Pineiro, “but we want AMD to become
the Toyota of the high-tech industry.” There are already
firm plans in place for further support from Porsche
Consulting. B
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BITS & BYTES
It was back in 1963 that the individual elements of an
electronic circuit were accommodated for the first time
on a silicon crystal the size of a one cent piece.
The world’s smallest memory chip is the size of a white
blood cell. And it attains a data density of 100 gigabytes per square centimeter.
The transistors installed on a computer chip are as
small as a flu virus (approx. 45 to 65 nanometers).
During computation, a chip develops the same amount
of heat as a hotplate.

